
CAGNES-SUR-MER [L-H] - 19 August 
Race 1 - GRAND PRIX DE LA VILLE DE NICE -  2925m WALK-UP A650 HCP E Harness. Purse EUR 
€53,000. 

1. DIVA DE CARLESS - Back to back fifths in lower classes. Most recently at this venue when beaten 

4.25L. The winner has won again and not ruled out.  

2. EVARISTE DU BOURG - Second beaten 1.25L here in July in a class D. The third has won since. 

Bold front runner who will take passing.  

3. DOLINA DES PLAINES - Fifth beaten 3.5L at this venue in a class C. Going well without winning.  

4. ECUREUIL JENILOU - Improved dramatically since switching to this shoeing combination winning 

his last four. Won a G3 two starts back and will be hard to beat.  

5. EXPRESS JET - Sixth beaten 3.25L at Enghien in this class recently. One for the placings.  

6. ALCOY - Third beaten 6.25L in a G3  here  in July behind Ecureuil Jenilou. Solid claims once more.  

7. BULLE DE LAUMONT - Fifth here in a G3 behind Ecureuil Jenilou over  2925m. In consistent form 

and will go well again.  

Summary: ECUREUIL JENILOU (4) won by 5.25L in this class here recently. Prior to that won back to 
back G3 contests with ALCOY (6) and BULLE DE LAUMONT (7) running well behind him. Expected to 
take beating in this. EVARISTE DU BOURG (2) was second tackling a lower class in July beaten 1.25L. 
Enjoys the lead and could prove difficult to beat. 

Selections 

ECUREUIL JENILOU (4) - ALCOY (6) - BULLE DE LAUMONT (7) - EVARISTE DU BOURG (2)  



Race 2 - PRIX DE CIMIEZ -  2150m MOBILE C152 Harness. Purse EUR €28,000. 

1. GIVE ME CASH - Fifth beaten 7L at this venue in this class. Is two wins and a placing from five auto 

starts.  

2. ELECTRA WIND - Well beaten on last four outings and doesn't make obvious appeal here.  

3. FAKIR DU RANCH - Third beaten 1.75L here in a lower grade in July. The second has won since to 

frank the form.  

4. ELLINGTON DREAM - Shown little in last two outings and needs to improve up in class.  

5. FESTIMATA - Won by 0.75L in a lower class here. Has a 66% place strike rate behind the mobile.  

6. FASHION D'HERIPRE - Second beaten a neck at this venue six days ago. Four wins and two placings 

from seven auto starts.  

7. ELMAGNIFICO DE LOU - Won by 2.25L here in one class lower six days ago. In good form and is 

five from eight behind the mobile.  

8. FAVORITE DARLING - Fourth beaten 2.75L at Enghien in a lower class. The winner has won since 

boosting the form.  

9. GENTLEMAN DE LARRE - Ninth beaten 12L in this class seventeen days ago. Third the time before 

and could bounce back.  

10. GOFESCA BUISSONAY - No form in last three and not an obvious winner.  

Summary: ELMAGNIFICO DE LOU (7) won attempting a lower class six days ago at this venue. 
Managed five wins in eight mobile outings and looks the one to beat. FAKIR DU RANCH (3) ran third 
here in July tackling a lower class behind a next time out winner. Holds a solid auto start record. GIVE 
ME CASH (1) was fifth here in this class beaten 7L. This looks a slightly easier contest. FASHION 
D'HERIPRE (6) finished beaten a neck racing two classes lower. Could prove capable at this level. 

Selections 

ELMAGNIFICO DE LOU (7) - FAKIR DU RANCH (3) - GIVE ME CASH (1) - FASHION D'HERIPRE 
(6)  



Race 3 - PRIX DE L'OBSERVATOIRE DE LA COTE D'AZUR -  2700m MOBILE E34 Harness. Purse 
EUR €19,000. 

1. HASIR - Three straight DQs and hard to trust even with a class drop.  

2. HOTEBO DE BREMONT - Fifth beaten 4.25L at this venue in a higher class. Big claims down a level.  

3. HARLEY DES PRES - Tried to make all when third beaten 1.75L at this venue in a higher class. Likes 

to lead and can do from this draw.  

4. HERMES FLAM - Won five starts back in a lower class. Shown nothing since.  

5. HILTON DREAM - Fourth beaten 8L at Hyeres in this class five days ago. Not ruled out.  

6. HIGH ROCK - Won five starts back in this class. Four straight DQs since but could improve with first 

time barefoot.  

7. HEAVEN DE SIMM - Fifth beaten 8.25L at this venue in a higher class Down a level and can go well.  

8. HEART OF GLASS - Resumed from a five month break with an all the way 11L win in a lower class. 

Unexposed and well worth a try up in class.  

9. HELIOS DE MESANGY - Second beaten 0.75L at this venue in this class. Not ruled out at the same 

level.  

10. HAUTBOURG - Winner five starts back in a lower class but hasn't completed since. Hard to trust.  

Summary: HEART OF GLASS (8) made all winning by 11L at this venue in July after a five month break. 
Up in standard and could be fitter on second outing. Top claims. HOTEBO DE BREMONT (2) and 
HARLEY DES PRES (3) have both been going well in higher grades and can appreciate the class drop. 
HELIOS DE MESANGY (9) finished runner-up earlier in the week tackling this level beaten 0.75L. Solid 
once more. 

Selections 

HEART OF GLASS (8) - HOTEBO DE BREMONT (2) - HARLEY DES PRES (3) - HELIOS DE 
MESANGY (9)  



Race 4 - PRIX REVENUE -  2925m WALK-UP D85 Harness. Purse EUR €25,000. 

1. GOODWOOD SPORT - Ninth beaten 13L here after a nine month break. Entitled to have improved 

for that but shoes still on.  

2. GABY STAR - Sixth beaten 2.5L here in this class ten days ago. More than capable.  

3. GAGNANT DE BRIKVIL - DQd in this class two weeks ago. Time before won by 0.25L at this venue 

in a lower class. Capable of bouncing back.  

4. GALICE D'HERFRAIE - No form in last three and easily ruled out.  

5. GUCCIA - Runner-up beaten 1.25L here in this class six days ago. Respected after the quick 

turnaround.  

6. GLORIOSO BELLO - Back to back fourths at this venue in this class ten days ago. Behind a couple 

of these the time before.  

7. GIBSON DU DIGEON - Eighth but only beaten 3.25L at this venue in this class ten days ago. Going 

well enough of late.  

8. GUARDA'S FELLA - DQd six days ago. Time before won by 2.25L in this class at this venue. More 

than entitled to bounce back.  

Summary: GUCCIA (5) finished runner-up beaten 1.25L here in this class six days ago. Going well and 
can be considered once more. GUARDA'S FELLA (8) secured a win by 2.25L two starts back in this 
class. DQ since but worth another try. GAGNANT DE BRIKVIL (3) was DQ two weeks ago however won 
the time before. Worth consideration. GLORIOSO BELLO (6) provided form of late and may place. 

Selections 

GUCCIA (5) - GUARDA'S FELLA (8) - GAGNANT DE BRIKVIL (3) - GLORIOSO BELLO (6)  



Race 5 - PRIX COCO BEACH -  2150m MOBILE F135 RST E AM Harness. Purse EUR €6,000. 

1. N.Y. COEURDESOLEIL - Midfield in both stronger autostarts thus far. May improved eased in class. 

2. VISTAMAR - Placed in better company on autostart debut here last term. Not discounted. 

3. DORTHEZ PRESTANCE - 19L ninth in this company here a fortnight ago. Others readily preferred. 

4. ELAN DU ROCHER - 0.75L third in a stronger course autostart ten days ago. Obvious contender. 

5. CAZAUBON DAIRPET - 1.5L success in this grade prior to a fair third at this track. Key chance 

without front shoes. 

Summary: CAZAUBON DAIRPET (5) and ELAN DU ROCHER (4) look to have this between them. The 
former scored among this company here two starts ago and rates highly while the latter might be 
involved down in grade. VISTAMAR (2) brings placed form at a higher level among autostart company. 
Not to be dismissed. N.Y. COEURDESOLEIL (1) is one to note after fair efforts in better races. May 
secure a placing. 

Selections 

CAZAUBON DAIRPET (5) - ELAN DU ROCHER (4) - VISTAMAR (2) - N.Y. COEURDESOLEIL (1)  



Race 6 - PX ROTARY CLUB VILLEN. LOUBET BAIE ANGES -  2925m WALK-UP E131 HCP 
Harness. Purse EUR €22,000. 

1. FERGUIE DE BIEVRE - Infrequent winner who finished ninth in a weaker walk up fifteen days ago. 

Hard to enthuse. 

2. FERIA D'ALBRET - Completed a place double in easier company at Hyeres. Keep in mind. 

3. FUEGO DU CHENE - Improved autostart success at this venue six days ago. Strong claims barefoot. 

4. FEU D'AZUR - 4L third in this standard here on reappearance. Notable runner. 

5. FURIOSO A QUIRA - Mixed driven form this campaign but scored in a this company previously. Keep 

safe. 

6. FILLE DE KERDU - No threat in previous three driven events. Improvement required. 

7. FASHION STAR - Placed in previous four driven starts including three times at this track. Firmly in 

the mix. 

8. FAUBOURG DU PERCHE - Improved 1.75L third at this venue thirteen days ago. Among the frame 

chances. 

9. FEE DE BOISNEY - Scored in a weaker course autostart two starts ago. Place appeal without shoes. 

Summary: FUEGO DU CHENE (3) improved to score in an autostart here six days ago. Worth 
supporting attempting a double while in good condition. FASHION STAR (7) is going well having made 
the frame on three consecutive occasions at this venue. Strong claims. FEU D'AZUR (4) deserves 
maximum respect second up after a promising third at this track. FEE DE BOISNEY (9) knows how to 
win here. Keep safe. 

Selections 

FUEGO DU CHENE (3) - FASHION STAR (7) - FEU D'AZUR (4) - FEE DE BOISNEY (9)  



Race 7 - PRIX FANEUR -  2925m WALK-UP C25 Harness. Purse EUR €25,000. 

1. ICE STAR - Scored in a weaker Laon walk up prior to a trio of mixed results. Others have stronger 

claims. 

2. IVRY GEORGES - Failed to complete when favourite in a Hyeres walk up five days ago. Consider on 

earlier form. 

3. IENA D'ORGERES - Three straight driven placings including at this track. More needed up in grade 

but not discounted. 

4. ILLICO DU JAS - 10L eighth in a stronger course walk up on penultimate outing. Step forward 

required. 

5. ILISMO - A couple of walk up placings prior to a fair fifth in tougher company here. Firmly in the mix. 

6. IMUVRINI - 4.25L behind I Love Josselyn in this grade here seventeen days ago. Frame chance. 

7. IMPRUDENCE - Driven double at La Capelle in easier company. One to note up in class with further 

improvement within range. 

8. I LOVE JOSSELYN - Impressive track and trip victory in this grade seventeen days ago. The one to 

beat if replicating. 

9. IMMANQUABLE - A pair of successes from three starts here and placing in this grade two back. 

Thereabouts. 

Summary: I LOVE JOSSELYN (8) was an impressive 4.5L winner in this grade over course and 
distance. Top chance if replicating. Rates highly. IMMANQUABLE (9) placed on all three visits here and 
can make a bold bid at this level. Thereabouts. IMUVRINI (6) was second behind the main selection 
seventeen days ago. Solid each way pick. ILISMO (5) finds an opportunity to place after a fifth in a 
stronger event at this track. This is easier. 

Selections 

I LOVE JOSSELYN (8) - IMMANQUABLE (9) - IMUVRINI (6) - ILISMO (5) 


